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TITLE
Anya’s War

AUTHOR

SUMMARY

Alban,
Andrea

It is the eve of World War II. Anya Rosen and her family have left their
home in Odessa for Shanghai. Amelia Earhart is Anya’s hero and she goes
missing. It becomes clear that no place is safe for Jewish families. Anya
finds a newborn baby abandoned on the street. This is a story about
finding strength within when the world spins out of control.

Angleberger,
Tom

A novelty-store mustache pits two seventh-grade friends against each
other in a battle for the fate of the U.S.A. The mustache in question is no
cheap costume prop. It is so dazzlingly convincing that it can turn whole
towns of people into mindless yes-men.

Angleberger,
Tom

McQuarrie Middle School’s students miss Origami Yoda when Dwight
leaves for Tippett Academy, but he sends Sara a paper Fortune Wookiee
that seems to give advice just as good as Yoda’s – even if, in the hands of
girls, it seems preoccupied with romance.

Babbitt,
Natalie

Joe Casimer needs help with the choice he has to make. He doesn’t know
whether to listen to a millionaire’s advice or not. Maybe the good advice
he needs is waiting for him right across the street.

Historical
Fiction Based on a
true story
FAKE
MUSTACHE
The Secret of
the Fortune
Wookie: An
Origami Yoda
Book
The Moon
Over High
Street

BITTERBLUE
Sequel to
Graceling
Companion to
Fire
Powerless

Author of
Tuck
Everlasting
Cashore,
Kristin

Eighteen-year-old Bitterblue, queen of Monsea, realizes her heavy
responsibility and the futility of relying on advisers who surround her with
lies as she tries to help her people to heal from the thirty-five-year spell
cast by her father, a violent psychopath with mind-altering abilities.

Cody,
Matthew

Soon after moving to Noble’s Green, Pennsylvania, twelve-year-old Daniel
learns that his new friends have superpowers that they will lose when they
turn thirteen, unless he can use his brain power to protect them.

Curtis,
Christopher
Paul

The Malone family’s motto is, “We are a family on a journey to a place
called Wonderful.” Twelve-year-old Deza Malone is the smartest student
in her class, told by her teachers that she’s destined for a special path in
life. Her older brother, Jimmie, is no angel, but he can sing like one, and
when he does, people stop to listen. The Great Depression has hit the
town where the Malones live hard. After Deza and Jimmie’s father leaves
to find work, along with their mother they set out to try to catch up to
him.

Science Fiction
The Mighty
Miss Malone
Read another
story about the
Malone family
that was in
Bud, Not Buddy

In the
Shadow of
the Lamp

Dunlap,
Susanne

Sixteen-year-old Molly Fraser works as a nurse with Florence Nightingale
during the Crimean War to earn a salary to help her family survive in
nineteenth-century England.

Historical
Fiction
Undead Ed

Ghoulstone,
Rotterly

BEING A
ZOMBIE IS
THE PITS!
Hide & Seek

Grant, Katy

The Magnificent 12
1 – The Call
2 – The Trap

Grant,
Michael

Rotterly Ghoulstone wrote Undead Ed to work off a terrible curse
inherited from his great-grandfather. He doesn’t know what will happen to
him if he ever stops writing about Undead Ed…but he has a feeling it’s
bound to be something bad.
When Ed Bagley wakes up in a yucky sewer-and discovers he’s a zombie –
things can’t get any weirder! That is, until his evil arm scurries off his
shoulder and into the town of Mortlake to cause all sorts of trouble.
In the remote mountains of Arizona where he lives with his mother,
stepfather, and two sisters, fourteen-year-old Chase discovers two
kidnapped boys and gets caught up in a dangerous adventure when he
comes up with a plan to get them to safety.

The Call
A seemingly average twelve-year-old learns that he is destined to gather a
team of similarly gifted children to try to save the world from a nameless
evil, which is threatening to reappear after having been imprisoned for
three thousand years.

The Trap

Hold the
Pickles
“Fast Read”

Grant, Vicki

Mack MacAvoy, an average-seeming twelve-year-old boy who happens to
have special powers, travels to China in an effort to assemble an elite team
of his peers to help him thwart the evil Pale Queen.
Fifteen-year-old Dan Hogg gets a job as a hotdog mascot at a food fair and
finds himself caught up in an action-packed mystery.

Haddix,
Margaret
Peterson

When Jonah and Katherine travel to early 1900’s Switzerland and Serbia to
return Albert Einstein’s daughter, Lieserl, to history, her mother Mileva
grasps entirely too much about time travel and has no intention of letting
her daughter go.

Just Grace
Books

Harper,
Charise
Mericle

The
Adventures of
Tintin

Herge’

The Just Grace books are about Just Grace and her friends. The author,
Charise, likes surprises. One day she found a surprise outside her back
door. Today, twelve years later, the surprise still lives with her in the
house. Penny the surprise lonely kitten has turned into Penny the queenof-the-house cat. In the Just Grace books Penny is known as Crinkles.
We have Volumes 1 - 5. Each graphic novel book contains three comics in
one volume

Caught
The Missing Book 5

COMIC BOOKS

BABYMOUSE
BOOKS
“Move over
Superman.
Here comes
Babymouse!”
-Chicago Sun-Times

Waggit Again and
Waggit Forever

Holm,
Jennifer and
Matthew

Comic books written by a brother and sister team. Jennifer and Matthew
grew up playing with stuffed mice.
Jennifer Holm is the author of Our Only May Amelia, Penny from Heaven,
and Turtle in Paradise.
Matthew is a graphic designer and freelance writer.

Howe, Peter

Waggit Again
After being left in the country by his owner, Waggit sets out on the long
journey to New York City and meets some unexpected friends along the
way.
Waggit Forever
When a shortage of food and too many humans make it impossible for
Waggit and his friends to survive in the city park, they make a dangerous
journey, guided by a team of street dogs, in search of a new place to live.
Lucky is a golden-haired mutt with a nose for survival. He has always been
a Lone Dog, relying on his instincts to get by. Other dogs have Packs, but
Lucky stands alone. Then the Big Growl strikes. Suddenly, the ground is
split wide open. The Trap House is destroyed. And all the longpaws have
disappeared. Now Lucky is trapped in a strange and desolate enew world
with no food, foul water, and enemies at every turn.

Survivors:
The Empty City

Hunter, Erin

Calli Be Gold

Hurwitz,
Michele
Weber

Eleven-year-old Calli, the third child in a family of busy high-achievers, likes
to take her time and observe rather than rush around, and when she
meets an awkward, insecure second-grader named Noah and is paired
with him in the Peer Helper Program, she finds satisfaction and strength in
working with him.

One Dog and His Boy

Ibbotson, Eva

When lonely, ten-year-old Hal learns that his wealthy but neglectful
parents only rented Fleck, the dog he always wanted, he and new friend
Pippa take Fleck and four other dogs from the rental agency on a trek from
London to Scotland, where Hal’s grandparents live.

Kinney, Jeff

Go behind the scenes with Jeff Kinney and the making of the
Diary of a Wimpy Kid movies!

Korman,
Gordon

Due to an administrative mix-up, troublemaker Donovan Curtis is sent to
the Academy of Scholastic Distinction, a special school for gifted and
talented students, after pulling a major prank at middle school.

Lupica, Mike

This book is about teamwork, friendship, loyalty and never giving up!

Wimpy Kid
Movie Diary:
How Greg
Heffley Went
Hollywood
Ungifted

Game Changers
FRIENDSHIP,
TEAMWORK &

LOYALTY

Mike Lupica’s
Come Back
Kids
*Two Minute
Drill
*Hot Hand
*Safe at
Home
*Shoot-Out

Lupica, Mike

Two-Minute Drill
Nobody could believe it when Scott Parry, the new kid who was brainy
andclumsy joined the football team. Scott has a secret talent and the star
quarterback, Chris Conlan, knows about it. Chris has a secret and he will
be off the team if the secret comes out. Can these two unlikely friends
prove that the will to succeed is even more important than raw talent?

McMullan,
Kate

-

-

Promise the
Night
Historical
Fiction
TWICE UPON A TIME

Miss
Spitfire:
Reaching
Helen Keller

Kaspar: The
Titanic Cat

MacCall,
Nichaela

Explores the early life of Beryl Markham, who grew up on a farm in Kenya,
and became the first person to fly solo across the Atlantic from east to
west.

Mass, Wendy

Beauty and the Beast: The Only One
Who Didn’t Run Away
Sleeping Beauty: The One Who Took the
Really Long Nap
Rapunzel: The One With All the Hair

Miller, Sarah

At age twenty, partially-blind, lonely but spirited Annie Sullivan travels
from Massachusetts to Alabama to try and teach six-year-old Helen Keller,
deaf and blind since age two, self-discipline and communication skills.

Historical
Fiction

Morpurgo,
Michael

Historical
Fiction

Fourteen-year-old Johnny Trott, a bellboy at London’s Savoy Hotel in 1912,
becomes caregiver to Kaspar Kandinsky, the Prince of Cats. When Kaspar is
adopted by the Stanton family, Johnny stows away on the Titanic to travel
with them to New York.

Flutter

Moulton,
Erin E.

The story of four sisters and one incredible journey
Nine-and-a-half-year-old Maple and her older sister, Dawn, must work
together to face treacherous terrain, wild animals, and poachers as they
trek through Vermont’s Green Mountains seeking a miracle for their
prematurely-born sister.

Chronicles of
the Red King
Book 2: The
Stones of
Ravenglass
Plunked

Nimmo,
Jenny

Fantasy

Timoken has been living in apparent safety at Castle Melyntha with his
sister, Zobayda, but when he is betrayed and attacked, he is forced to flee
into the forest with his magic camel and the wizard Eri, leaving his sister
behind.

Northrop,
Michael

Sixth-grader Jack Mogens loses his nerve after getting hit by a pitch, and
has to dig deep within himself to avoid giving up the sport he loves.

Sports Baseball

Middle
School:
Get Me Out of
Here!

Patterson,
James

Step 1: Read the story.
Step 2: Don’t do what the characters in the book do.

Never-more: The Final
Maximum Ride

Patterson,
James

One last chance for Max, Fang, and Dylan,
before it all ends.
Are you ready for the final chapter?
Are you ready for the ultimate flight?
Because THIS IS IT!

A Dog’s Way
Home

The Mark of
Athena
THE HEROES
OF OLYMPUS
BOOK THREE
DORK diaries

Pyron,
Robbie

Realistic
Fiction
Riordan, Rick

Fantasy

Russell,
Rachel

After a car accident strands them at opposite ends of the Blue Ridge
Parkway, eleven-year-old Abby and her beloved sheltie, Tam, overcome
months filled with physical and emotional challenges to find their way
back to each other.
The Greek and Roman demigods will have to cooperate in order to defeat
the giants released by the Earth Mother, Gaea. Then they will have to sail
together to the ancient land – Greece itself – to find the Doors of Death.

1 – Tales from a Not-So-Fabulous Life
2 – Tales from a Not-So-Popular Party Girl
3 – Tales from a Not-So-Talented Pop Star
4 – Tales from a Not-So-Graceful Ice princess
5 – Tales from a Not-So-Smart Miss Know-It-All

Mamba Point

Scaletta,
Kurtis

Supernatural

The Romeo
and Juliet
Code

Soldier Bear

Stone,
Phoebe

During World War II, eleven-year-old Felicity is sent from London to
Bottlebay, Maine, to live with her grandmother, aunt, uncle, and a
reclusive boy who helps her decode mysterious letters that contain the
truth about her missing parents.

Tak, Bibi
Dumon

An orphaned Syrian brown bear cub is adopted by Polish soldiers during
World War II and serves for five years as their mischievous mascot in Iran
and Italy.

Historical
Fiction
WWII
The Door in
the Forest

After moving with his family to Liberia, twelve-year-old Linus discovers
that he has a mystical connection with the black mamba, one of the
deadliest snakes in Africa, which he is told will give him some of the
snake’s characteristics.

Townley,
Roderick

Based on a true story.
While trying to outwit the soldiers who are occupying their small town,
fourteen-year-old Daniel, who cannot lie, and Emily, who discovers she has
magical powers, are inexplicably drawn to a mysterious island in the heart
of the forest where townsfolk have been warned never to go.

Fantasy
The Girl Who
Circumnaviga
ted Fairyland
in a Ship of
Her Own
Making
Where Things
Come Back

Breaking Stalin’s Nose
Historical
Fiction

A HERO FOR
WONDLA

SPLENDORS
AND GLOOMS

Valente,
Catherynne

Twelve-year-old September’s ordinary life in Omaha turns to adventure
when a Green Wind takes her to Fairyland to retrieve a talisman the new
and fickle Marquess wants from the enchanted woods.

Fantasy

Whaley, John
Corey

Realistic
Fiction
Yelcan,
Eugene
Newbery
Honor Book

Seventeen-year-old Cullen’s summer in Lily, Arkansas, is marked by his
cousin’s death by overdose, an alleged spotting of a woodpecker thought
to be extinct, failed romances, and his younger brother’s sudden
disappearance.
In the Stalinist era of the Soviet Union, ten-year-old Sasha idolizes his
father, a devoted Communist, but when police take his father away and
leave Sasha homeless, he is forced to examine his own perceptions, values,
and beliefs.

Diterlizzi,
Tony

Raised underground by a robot, twelve-year-old Eva Nine finally finds all
she ever wanted in the human colony of New Attica, but something very
bad is goingon there and unless Eva and her friends stop it, it could mean
the end of life on Orbona.

Schlitz, Laura
Amy

When Clara vanishes after the puppeteer Grisini and two orphaned
assistants were at her twelfth birthday party, suspicion of kidnapping
chases the trio away from London and soon the two orphans are caught in
a trap set by Grisini’s ancient rival, a witch with a deadly inheritance to
shed before it is too late.

WHAT CAME
FROM THE
STARS

A WRINKLE
IN TIME:
THE GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Gary D.
Schmidt

In a depserate attempt for survival, a peaceful civilization on a faraway
planet besieged by a dark lord sends its most precious gift across the
cosmos into the lunch box of Tommy Pepper,
sixth-grader, of Plymouth, Massachusetts.

L’engle,
Madeleine

A graphic novel adaptation of the classic tale in which Meg Murry and her
friends become involved with unearthly strangers and a search for Meg’s
father, who has disappeared while engaged in secret work for the
government.

Adapted and
Illustrated by
Hope Larson

